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8:30 GOOD MORNING!
So today is the day! As reported from LHC operations, they had a some slight problem with a turbine failure
in the cryogenic system at 4AM, but this is expected to be recovered by about now, so the schedule still
holds with 9:30AM being the start. The plan is to get the beam to the collimators in front of the Alice
experiment, a few shots, then take the collimators out and send the beam through Alice and into the
collimators before CMS (can be as early at 10:00 AM). About 10 shots would be sent into those collimators,
then LHC would open up and get the beam through CMS. From then we should expect hours of shots through
CMS (with beam eventually getting into the dump at P6 (through ATLAS and LHCB). Then it is planned to
switch to Beam 2 and conduct a similar sequence (with LHC instead of ALice) . Last night there was a 20
minute LHC synchronization test just before midnight (a few shots), with CMS in data-taking mode.
9:15 MORNING PICTURES

Online vs Offline

✓ Predefined views
✓ Trigger menu info
✓ HLT info
✓ Raw data info
✓ Access to conditions and MSS
✓ Firewall protection
✓ Non invasive running
Where is the border between offline and online?

Geneva, 10 September 2008. The first beam in the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN was successfully steered around the full 27 kilometers of the world’s
most powerful particle accelerator at 10h28 this morning. This historic event
marks a key moment in the transition from over two decades of preparation to
a new era of scientific discovery. (http://www.interactions.org/cms/?
pid=1026796)
From 9:44 am CET attention of the CMS physicists in the control room is
drawn to the CMS event display - the «eyes» of the detector. We observe the
tell-tale splash events, the beam gas and beam halo muons. We see in real
time how the beam events become more and more clean as the beam is
corrected.
The article describes the key component of the CMS event display: IGUANA - a
well-established generic interactive visualisation framework based on a C++
component model and open-source graphics products. We describe
developments since the last CHEP, including: online displays of the first real
beam gas and beam halo data from the LHC first beam, flexible interactive
configuration, integration with CMSSW framework, event navigation and
filtering. We give an overview of the deployment and maintenance procedures
in the commissioning and early detector operation and how the lessons learnt
help us in getting ready for collisions.

9:45 START OF LHC!

Beam has started, is going to Point 3 already. Shooting beam
to collimators at P5 in 10 minutes. Address by Aymar and
Evans at the start of LHC operations.
9:50 FIRST BEAM-INDUCED EVENTS SEEN AT CMS
First shots into CMS! See event displays of debris hitting the calorimeter and muon detectors.

Filtering, Selection and Skimming
Event display client or batch job?
Iguana event display systems are used to navigate and filter the immense
amounts of complex event data from the CMS detector and prepare clear
and flexible views of the salient features to the shift crews and offline users.
These allow shift staff and experts to navigate from a top-level general view
to very specific monitoring elements in real time to help validate data
quality and ascertain causes of problems.

Picture on the top left shows RPhi projection of the first beam splash event from run in which the LHC beam
was steered into the collimator at P5 at 9:46 AM, which led to lots of debris particles entering the detectors.
The RZ projection of the same event is shown on the top right. Pink are ECAL rechits, blue - HCAL and HF
rechits, green - DT digis, yellow - RPC rechits, red - DT segments.

HCAL rechits color coded according to energy depositions.

Picture on the right shows the same event in 3D with color coded HCAL energy depositions.

Introduction
CMS detector and event display systems known collectively as "IGUANA Interactive Graphics for User Analysis" are invaluable for debugging the
detector performance and the simulation, reconstruction and analysis data and
associated algorithms.
IGUANA has been deployed in the CMS control rooms in Cessy since 2006. It
includes pre-configured set of windows at startup, automatic event processing,
and various performance and robustness improvements. IGUANA has already
been used to display cosmic rays in the ECAL, HCAL and Muon Chambers
providing invaluable early debugging feedback to the commissioning teams.
The event display showed immediately cosmic muons bending as the magnet
was ramped up to 2.6 Tesla for the first time in May 2006.
IGUANA is routinely used for global cosmic runs as well as the CMS "Cosmic
Run At Four Tesla" (CRAFT). The CRAFT is a crucial CMS-wide integration test
which includes the detection of Cosmic Muons by multiple sub-detectors inside
the CMS solenoid during 2008.

10:15 LHC STATUS
The LHC opened the collimators at P5, and
sent the beam into a trajectory past CMS
toward the beam
dump at P6. First
trajectory didn't make
it, but adjustments
made. Now going
past
dump
to
collimators at LHCb.
This beam 1 goes in
clockwise direction.

10:20 BEAM NOW
SENT TO ATLAS

10:25
FIRST
COMPLETE LHC ORBIT!

properties

Configuring Event Display

10:30
Watching the developments of the first
successful orbits from the P5 control room.

✓Interactive tuning of certain parameters
✓Saving and restoring the application state
✓Full screen mode
✓Auto event fetching
✓Material map
✓Multiple views, background, lights
✓Auto printing
✓Animation
✓Annotations

10:40 MORE TURNS
Several turns (3) of the LHC beams have
been achieved. Going for more.
Austin Ball addressing the community
about what CMS has seen.

Among other features (see References 1-4):

of calorimetric energies, r-z and r-phi views, etc.)

✓ Vector printing
✓ Management of multiple views
✓ Magnetic field displays
✓ Full simulation and reconstruction geometries display and inspection
✓ Magnetic field map display with level of details
✓ Dynamic and static content of the event inspection
✓ Display of effects of calibration and alignment

LHC success
announced by
world press.
BBC TV live
from CMS
Centre

Summary and Conclusions

High Definition (commercial) H.323 Video Conferencing to numerous
sites worldwide throughout the day.

11:15 HALO MUONS SEEN IN CSC MUON SYSTEM
Now that the beams passes quietly though CMS, the cathode strip chamber muon system (CSC) is at full high
voltage. Nice event displays of beam halo muons are coming. Note that these events were triggered by a
dedicated CSC beam halo trigger, and
was in time with the beam passing
through CMS.

There are two aspects to the usage: the event display itself, and the seamless
integration of it to the online environment (online vs. offline mode, choice of
streams, etc.). Both require some maintenance.

IGUANA event display complements data quality monitoring systems and is
especially crucial for commissioning CMS in the imminent CMS physics run at
the LHC. It has already proved invaluable for the CMS cosmic runs and the
LHC first beam.
Full integration with CMSSW framework has certain advantages while clean
separation helps to speed the event display up. Preference of using batch
jobs whenever and wherever possible gives an additional flexibility for a fast
and slim event display client.
Release integration time for online event display is vital. We observe, that
the bigger the code base and the number of developers the list time left for
integration of the event display systems which depend on multiple packages.
This may slow down deployment of bug fixes and newly implemented
features.

Care is taken to ensure documentation and tutorials are kept up-to-date for
the steady flow of newcomers to the software, as we are steadily approaching
LHC startup.

Online Solution

IGUANA

✓ Interactive tuning of certain parameters
✓ On demand inspection of more detailed

IGUANA Event Display

✓ Various 2D/3D specialized views of the data (such as "lego plot" histograms

Algorithm Tuning and
Debugging

12:30 BEAM 2 IS IMMINENT
The LHC will start circulating beam 2 (counter-clockwise) in coming minutes. These bunches will be dumped
into collimator upstream of negative z side of CMS. We have asked for several 10's of shots in order to
synchronize our beam-pipe pick-up monitor and trigger.

Implementation of an independent client without dependency on full CMSSW
framework is proven to be a scalable solution.

Our strategy has been to separate out what are limitations of the CMSSW
framework and associated code itself (long start-up times, and possibly some
crashes) vs. the display itself. On the other hand we focus on building in some
tolerance of problems with the other code.
An online client has been implemented as a continuously running IGUANA
session, completely de-coupled from CMSSW framework interactively switching
to a different source. There are two separate parts: cmsRun and IGUANA
session. The client connects to cmsRun online and/or reads files off-line.

✓ Piggy-back on DQM development for sharing event(s) in memory
✓ Piggy-back on DQM deployment to run analyzers

CMS Centre @ CERN
(CERN Meyrin Site)
13:40 STATUS
LHC still on hold due to cryo
problems. Latest update was that
beam 2 would came in 30 minutes.
Austin Ball gives interview from
main control room. LHC is frontpage on Google.

Full Framework Integration Benefits

✓ Complete and precise geometry....
✓ Integration with CMSSW == flexibility for
experts

Long start-up time
Re-start is needed for changing conditions
(magnetic field, different source, etc.)
Manual release integration, long release cycle

was ramped up to 3.8 T. The muon left a clear signal in the CSC, DT, HCAL, ECAL, Tracker and Pixel
detectors. The RZ projection of the same event is shown on the right. Pink are ECAL rechits, blue - HCAL
rechits, green - tracking rechits, yellow - RPC rechits, red - DT and CSC segments.
The RPhi projection shows CSC chambers with wire digis - magenta.

✓ Input source - raw data format, on the fly
reconstruction...

Picture on the top left shows RPhi projection of the cosmic muon from the CRAFT run in which the magnet

14:15 COUNTER-CLOCKWISE BEAM
Beam has now been sent in the counter-clockwise direction, stopping upstream of CMS. Activity seen in the
forward hadron calorimeter, and the CSC system. But not picked up on our beam monitors at first, so beam
may be getting stopped just before them.
Just now, beam is now picked up by the BPTX! (14:20) Expect about 20 shots, then they open the
collimators.
14:15 DEBRIS EVENTS SEEN IN CMS FROM BEAM 2!
On the right: screenshot of IGUANA
live event display with activity from the
sprayed beam debris.

On the left: screenshot of the beam
monitoring, which shows a signal on
the diamond detector.
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